I. INTRODUCTION
form solute concentration in the interior of the roll, and the stabilizing solute gradient does not appear there. There are fluid flows which are stable against infinitethe aling so gae doeta re .
Curve (ii) in Fig. 1 shows the conjectured bifurcation simal perturbations, yet finite amplitude disturbances, diagram for double diffusive convection. The locus of once created, may persist and even grow. We state stable steady states is indicated by the solid lines, and that such flows exhibit subcritical instability. Certain the locus of unstable steady states by hatched lines. geophysical and astrophysical convection processes According to this picture, there is stable, finite ampliprovide prime examples. Veronis' discovered stude convection for subcritical Rayleigh numbers in an tical instability in the process of double diffusive coninterval R <R<R
We state that the convective provection. Here, the basic thermal instability is modm ified by the presence of a solute which introduces a cess exhibits subcritical bifurcation. The goal of the second bouyancy force in addition to the usual effect of present work is to provide an asymptotic description of thermal expansion. Previous researchers into this this phenomenon.
subject have proceeded along the lines of a simplified Huppert and Moore 2 discovered a stable branch of solsemi-quantitative description, or a detailed numerical utions that represent finite amplitude convection. These simulation. In this paper, we present a quantitative solutions were computed both numerically and by analvasymptotic analysis of double diffusive convection. Certic approximation based on mean field equations. This tain results of previous analyses are consequences of branch is represented by the solid portion of curve (ii) the unified treatment presented here.
in Fig. 1 . In addition, they discovered a branch of unTo pose the proper goals of the analysis, we consider stable solutions emanating from a bifurcation point at To osetheproer oal o th anlyss, e cnsier R =Rs,S =0. This branch is represented by the hatched the physical mechanism of subcritical instability in p o Thi bnchis rereeby the ched doube dffuive onvctin. I a lui wit nosolte, portion of curve (it). In this paper, we verify the condoube dffuive onvctin. I a lui wit nosolte, jecture of Huppert and Moore that the stable 'and unwhere purely thermal convection takes place, the exstable branches of solutions connect each other in a istence of convection due to an adverse temperacontinuous fashion to form a single branch of solutions. lure gradient is determined by a single dimenIn the limiting case with small solute diffusivity and sionless parameter R called the Rayleigh number. R small solute gradients, we present a unified analysis is proportional to AT/I, where AT is the temperature which describes the stable and unstable branches, and difference across the fluid layer and v is the viscosity, their joining to form one continuous family of solutions.
There is a critical Rayleigh number R =R*, such that the static solution corresponding to heat transfer purely In Sec. 11, we give the mathematical formulation of the by thermal convection without fluid flow is stable for double diffusive convection problem. In Sec. Ill, we R<R*andunstableforR>R*. ForR>R*,thestablestate present the results of linearized stability theory for is steady convection. The amplitude Aof the convection, as peidcrlsInS.IVweotnafrtquiaiv is sead covecion.Tbempltud~oftecovecion as periodic rolls. In See. IV, we obtain a first qualitative measured by the velocity at a fixed point in the flow, description of the subcritical instability by means of an increases like(R -R*)iI'forO<R-R* << 1. Curve (i) in averaging procedure due to Stuart. His procedure, al- Fig. 1 is a plot of the amplitude as a function of Rayleigh though qualitative, nevertheless gives valuable insight number for purely thermal convection and is typical into the conditions under which subcritical instability of systems that exhibit supercritical bifurcation.
occurs. In particular, it suggests the proper limiting
We now consider the modifications due to the presence case for an asymptotic analysis. In Sec. V, we begin of a solute. We assume that a higher solute concentraa formal asymptotic analysis analogous to the work of tion is maintained on the bottom of the fluid layer than
Keller and Kogelman on the B(nard problem.' The on the top, so that the solute appears as a stabilizing eventual result of this analysis is a Landau equation that agent. Hence, the critical Rayleigh number increases to describes the slow temporal variation of spatially pera value R 5 ,,R*. We further assume that the solute iodic rolls. The derivation of the Landau equation indiffusivity is sufficiently small sothat the mixingdue to volves an elliptic boundary value problem for the solute convective motions is not overcome by the effect of concentration. The completion of the analysis does not fixed boundary concentrations. Under these conditions, require the solution of the elliptic problem, but rather it may be possible for finite amplitude convection a certain inner product of the solution. There is a very to exist at thermal Rayleigh numbers R< R,, convenient variational formulation suggested by Keller
A
The condition w = 0 at z = 0 and r = 1 expresses the confinement of the fluid between the planes z = 0 and r = 1. u, = 0 is the "free surface" condition of no tangential stress. The conditions (3b) follow from the choice of R fixing the temperature and solute concentration at the boundaries.
The system (2a)-(2c), (3a), (3b) is the mathematical formulation of a double diffusive convective process.
FIG. 1. Amplitude of convection A as a function of Rayleigh
The problem is to solve Eqs. (2a)- (2c) for 0, 0, and Z number R.
subject to the boundary conditions (3a) and (3b).
present the variational procedure and its application to III. LINEAR STABILITY THEORY our analysis. Finally, in Sec. VII we present the cornThe rest state with no convective motion is characpleted Landau equation and its predictions concern subterized by 0, 0, X -0. From a linearized analysis of critical instability.
the problem (2a)- (2c), (3a), (3b), we see that this rest
II. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
state is unstable against spatially periodic perturbations of the wavenumber k if the thermal Rayleigh numWe consider a convective process taking place in a ber R exceeds the critical value fluid layer of thickness d with both surfaces free. Gra-R* =,2
2 ) 3 vity acts uniformly with magnitude g in the z direction.
The density of the fluid depends on the temperature T R* is the critical value for purely thermal convection and solute concentration S according to an equation of with S =0. If S > 0, then R. > R*. We see that the prestate sence of a solute whose concentration increases with P = p1 -a,(T -T,) + c,(S -So)].
(1) depth has a stabilizing effect. If R =R , we have the condition of neutral stability for which the linearized Here, p, is the density when T= T 0 and S=S 0 ; as and problem admits a time independent solution. This sola' are both positive constants. Constant temperatures ution is given by and solute concentrations are maintained on the free ) sinkxsiniz, 0 =aocoskxsinvz, surfaces, with the higher values on the bottom surface. We denote the differences in temperature and solute 2 =a cos kx sin az, (5) concentration from bottom to top by AT and AS. In this analysis, we consider two-dimensional motions which where depend only on x and z. We nondimensionalize by mea- 
convection by an averaging procedure called Stuart's --method. We generalize his work to the case of double for 0< z< 1. Here, 0 is the stream function from which diffusive convection. The essence of the procedure is one may determine the horizontal and vertical velosimple. From the equations of motion (2a)- (2c), (3a), cities according to u = 41, and w= -Or,. 0 and Z are the (3b), we derive three integral relations for steady condeviations of temperature and solute concentration from vection which express the balances between the creation the rest state with no fluid flow. 0, 0, and Z are the and removal of mechanical energy, heat and solute. unknowns to be solved for. There are four dimensionThese integral relations are given by less numbers: a, the Prandtl number, is the ratio of I viscous diffusivity v to thermal diffusivity Kt. 7 is the The conditions (3a) imply wo=-0 and a., =4, (8c) R with R -R* =0(f '"), the growth rate of temporal instability is 0(f 2 "). Hence, the time scale for the One solution of these equations is a#=aq =a. 0, corgrowth of convection is O(f-2 / 3 ).
responding to the rest state with no convection; but there are nonzero solutions as well. By eliminating as (iii) The magnitude of the thermal bouyancy force due and a., we obtain the following equation relating the to thermal expansion is RB. If R > R*, a solute free streamfunction amplitude a, to the Rayleigh numbers fluid experiences convective instability. Hence, we R and S: may think of R*9 as the portion of the thermal bouyancy force that is required to overcome the stabili7ing effect where a solute is present, we expect that this destabiliring force will be balanced in magnitude by the solute Figure 3 is a graph based on Eq. (9) of the amplitude a bouyancy force SE:.
Since (R-R*)6 is 0[(E/ )(('/ 3 )] as a function of (R -R*)/I
for various values of S and r. = O(E ) and S = , we find that Z is 0(1). 
If

We present a quantitative, asymptotic analysis of
We discuss the leading order solution. From Eqs. (2a) double diffusive convection to compliment previous and (2b) we find that *o and 0f satisfy works in the subject which have been either qualitative or numerical in character. The asymptotic limit to be If we set ' 0 =a sinkx siniz, this becomes The application to the analysis of Sec. V is clear. Fig. 3 with 0 -z -1 and 0 -x - To complete the leading order description, we need one must perform variations with respect to both u and the evolution equation of the amplitude a(T). This is v; but, there is a symmetry in our particular problem found in the process of solving the higher order equawhich allows a simplification. The adjoint operator is tions. We solve the equations for the first order cor- To a) V+ 3,0 -8.(P -(rT/a )V2+ ,a -0. rections 1 and 0' and substitute the results into the equations for the second order corrections *2 and 02.
(T/Cf)V=°-_ ('t+
Hence, the adjoint equation Ltv-b is (25)
The second order equations have a solvability condition which yields the governing Landau equation for a(T).
The analysis is straightforward and gives the result (17) z-i=1 -z. Hence, the solution v* of the adjoint probwhere (fo, (p) is lem is obtained by substituting I-z for z in u* (x, z) ;
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (17) apAs a result, the stationary value of g(u,v) is equal to the pear in the usual Landau equation for purely thermal stationary value of convection. The term (to, 0.) represents the effect of 
Lu =a,
subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. This This is a natural choice for u. We substitute (31) into problem has a simple variational formulation: Let t* the expression (28) for k. The stationary value of k be the solution of (19) and let v* be the solution of the with respect to the parameters c 1 , c 2 , and c. is adjoint problem vb =.
(20) 
(33
We see that g attains its stationary value when u =u* We take e as our approximation to the inner product and v=v*, and that the stationary value is precisely the required inner product (u*,b). In the self-adjoint (to, od. case, the stationary value is also extremal. Since the The accuracy of the approximation is easily accessed.
problem we consider is not self-adjoint, the stationary The variational procedure generates values of c,,c4 2 , value is not necessarily extremal.
c , , so that the resulting expression (31) for u is correct to third order in A. That is, 
